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1

CHILDREN AND IDEOLOGY

It is a common saying that one child can ask more questions than

seven learned men can answer. But what questions do children put?

What do children think about? Do they frequently think about ideo-

logical questions, i.e. questions concerning life and death, the

origin and meaning of life, right and wrong, and the like? How do

children reason when they think about different subjects and what

is the significance of the home environment in this connection?

,:ow do the teachers react to th%1 children's questions? Do these

quetions create problems mong groups of children and, if so,

how can these-problems be resolved? Questions of this kind are be-
,ing studied at present in a project entitled "Children and Ideology1)'.

In the following pages, the project group presents its work and some

results of an inquiry among teachers regarding the treatment of ideo-

logical questions in groups of children. This inquiry was carried out

in the introductory stage of the. project.

The place of ideological questions in educational work among young

children nas periodi.cally been the subject of intense discussion. How

do small children get on with big and difficult questions? This and

similar questions have censtantly recurred in different forms in the

discussion. The problem has been particularly topical in connection

with various edLcational reforms. It was last raised by the intrcduc-

tion of general pre-school education.

The "Children and Ideology" (BaLi) research project began in the autumn

of 1973. It is located in the Department of Educational Research at the

School of Education, University of Stockholm, and is financed by the

National Board of Education.

The aim of the BaLi-project is to study the capabilities of pre-school

and junior-school children of understanding and dealing with ideologi-

The Swedish titel of the project is "Barn och livsfrAgor". The word
"livsfrAgor" - word - for - word in English "life questions" -

and the connected expression "livsAskAdning" have no precise equiva-
lents in international language usage. Exemples of cognate words
are, however, vorldview (German: Weltanschaung), ideology and life-
philosophy.



cal questions. The project is dso intended to shed light on the pro-

blems of teaching methooc z.r/ wh;ch may arise when such questions crop

up among groups of chilchcn. With this approach, the project group is

working primarily on child studies but also on family studies, on the

analysis of the subject field and curriculum documents, on contacts

with teachers and on development work. The problem area is too exten-

sive in its entirety to be given a complete treatment within the scope

of the project. We have therefore to select certain parts of the area

for detailded study.

Four questions in the project work

The project group is trying to shed light on the problem area from

different points of view. Four questions may serve to summarize the

group's different angles of approach to its task.

What capabilities have children of being able to deal with ideological

questions and problems? This initial question will take up most of the

group's attention.

One problem to winch an answer is sought is simply what children think

about. If we can get to know that, we can also shed light on several

important related questions, such as how common questions associated

with ideology really are in the children's world and whether both

children and adults have common problems in the ideological sphere.

Another important problem is how children, with their characteristic

ways of thinking and reasoning, reflect on different ideological ques-

tions. Yet another important problem area is how the children's judge-

ments and attitudes to life are affected by influence from the world

around them, chiefly from parents, teachers and playmates. In the ex-

tension of this problem area, we also find the problems connected

with cultural clashes between the home and the school or pre-school.

What is the educational starting-point, as regards the treatment of

ideological questions? This is arother principal problem in the pro-

ject work. Here, contacts with the pre-school teachers, the junior-

school teachers and the recreation leaders are an important element.



The investigation whose results will be presented in broad outline

further on in this booklet forms a stage in this part of the project

work.

A third problem in the project work concerns the characteristics of

an ideological question or a philosophical problem. It has turned out

that the concepts used in popular and scientific disuussions in the

ideological sphere are often d4ffuse and merge into each other. It is

therefore essential for our work to elucidate the meanings of concepts

such as "ideological question" and "life philosophy", in Swedish "livs-

frSga" och "livsdskSdning". We also believe that such an elucidatory

discussion may be of use to teachers and other interested persons. A

thorough elucidation of the essential concepts in this field may per-

haps also help to show similarities and dissimilarities between diffe-

rent standpoints on ideological questions. This would also provide a

good starting-point for increasing_ourAnderstanding of what an ideo-

logy is and what it may mean to a person.

In working on questions of this kind, the aspect of teaching methodo-

logy is also of interest. How can teachers and other staff answer the

children's questions in the ideological sphere in an appropriate manner?

This is the fourth question in the project work. We do not regard it as

our task to produce a package of teaching aids or anything of that kind.

On the other hand we believe that, on the basis of our child studies

and our studies of the educational starting-point and the different

formulations of aim, we can do some worth-while development work. In

accordance with the plans, this work is concentrated on formulating

principles and guidelines for the treatment of the ideoloaical field

with regard to the age-groups in questicr.

Collecting the tegichers' experiences

Before trying to investigate a problem area of the type which the

BaLi project is concerned with, an attempt should be made to get a

clear idea of what the problems really are. Here the assistance of

the professional teachers is undoubtedly necessary. It is they, of
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course, who daily encounter all the difficulties which are to be stu-

died in the project. In order to gather up their experiences as com-

prehensively as possible, we sent out a mail questionnaire in the

spring term oft1974 to a selection of pre-school teachers, junior-

school teachers and recreation leaders.

The questionnaire comprised four different "blocks" of questions. The

first "block" dealt'with the training and working conditions of the

addressees. The second "block" contained questions concerning tilt dif-

ficulties which may arise in discussing three different ideological

fields, namely, "Man and Death", "Violence, War and Oppression", and

"Belief and Religion". The third "block" comprised questions about the

occurrence of different ideological questions in the group of children,

partly how often the questions occurred, partly how important and ur-

gent the teachers considered that the questions were to the children

themselves and partly how difficult or how easy the teachers conside-

red that it was to deal with these ideological questions in their work.

The questionnaire concluded with a fourth "block" of questions concer-

ning the teachers' own involvement in various questions of an ideolo-

gical character. frequency distributions on different items in

appendix A and the questionnaire in appendix B.

Do children thinkabout ideological questions?

How often do ideological questions crop up in groups of children?

figs. 1 and 2 show how the teachers assessed the occurrence of various

ideological questions. The following 15 examples of ideological sub-

ects were assessed:

How everything began

:iow life is carried on

Growing old

Man and death

Family relations

ShJwing consi,,:-ation and Lci,i,Ince

Questions conc,erning res)onibility
and convience

8

Feeling lonely and forlorn

Differences between peopP2

Dealing with one's feelings:
Anger, fear, joy, sorrow

Violence, war and oppression

Sickness and accAdents

Belief and religion

SoHety and politics
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Almost Once or Once or Once or Practi-

never twice c1 twice d twice a rally

term month week every day

"Showing consideration
and tolerance"

"Dealing with one's feelings:
anger, fear, joy, sorrow"

"Questions concerning
responsibility and con-
science"

"Owning and sharing"

"Differences bet- 76 -1-

11211y4Wf ,t17

9 70 66

33

rilingrielMr511M91.1.1111147. A

ween people"

'Feeling lonely
and forlorn"

"Family rela-
tions"

"Sickness or
N.:cidents"

/8

7 4 12

32

18

13::H1
64

'Vf,f ,/vir 7

35 75

27 29

22

33

9 14 F-- 28

7

24 26

.4W7,7,117

22 16

:4 324 4

42 29
36 34 13

WASZeirriAreZZA/

Fig. 1. How often do teachers encounter difforent ideological questions in teaching
groups of children?

The distribution of the replies is given in percentages for the teachers'
ratings ot the eight most frequent ideological subjects.

9
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HI.: 1 I. 1 , J1VII for the tit-It:her:.fl;?

.:2c:i1t show, ,twongst other things, that the most common ideolo-

7,L:ii questions of all are those which have been formulated op a

tuirly practial level. They are questions wEch concern, dircctiv

irdirectly, various aspects of life in a group of children. This

,.. in itself, fairly natural, but the result also show that question',

more closely associated with philosophy also crop up in most groups
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of children, although not as-frequently. The question whether or not

, ideologically oriented subjects .;,:fuld be introduced among groups of

children seems to us to be somewhat out of date. Ideological

questions of several diffc :.e. k'ris ore already being discussed in

these groups.

Ideological questions are of such a character that neither children

nor adults constantly go around thinking of them. But when a question

comes to the fore for some reason, it is often important to the indi-

vidual. The teachers' assessements in the inquiry of how important the

questions are to the children may therefore be just as interesting as

their assessments of how often the questions crop up. Most of the 15

ideological fields mentioned are also important to the children, in

the teachers' opinions (figs.3 and 4). Generally speaking, there is

unanimity between these assessments and the estimations of how often

the ideological questions crop up.

A few teachers' comments taken from the inquiry material may be used

to illustrate this fact:

I think it is very stimulating tO discuss different ideological

questions in school. The children are very interested and often

.have views which I consider illuminating and I believe that it

is very important that "difficult questions" should be discussed

in school. Many children do not talk to their parents about such

things and have a dammed-up need to discuss them and to listen

to their Playmates and their teacher.

junior-school teacher in an ordinary ciass

Questions about death, violence, war, oppression and particularly

belief and religion are difficult for both children and adults,

but the children are in must cases more interested and franker

about these questions than the adults. It is therefore of the

f4reatest importance and the children's right that such questions

should be discussed also incthe pre-school.

Pre-school teacher in a nursery school

ii-



Where do the difficulties lie?

Part uf the aim of the teacher inquiry may be summarized by the

question "Where do the difficulties 1e, as regards the'discussion

of ideological questions in groups of children?" There are a good

50 different questions in the inquiry which deal, directly or indi-

rectly, with this question. The teachers' assessments were made on

the basis of the three ideological subjects "Man and Death", "Vio-

len,-i, War and Oppression" and "Belief and Religion".

When one examines the replies to these questions, one find some

circumstances which seem consistently to cause difficulties for the

teachers. They are to some extent relatively obvious circumstances,

such as the size of the group and the supply of textbooks and teaching

aids. All three professional groups, i.e. pre-school teachers, junior-

school teachers and recreation leaders, are agreed that the lack of

textbooks and teaching aids and too large groups of children substan-

tially reduce the oppurtunities of answering the children's questions

ln the ideological field in an appropriate fashion.

The r2plies also touch upon more complicated circumstances, which

affe:Jt the possibilities of making good contact with the children on

the questions concerned. There does not seem to be any difficulty in

capturing the children's attention, as regards questions of thir, kind.

Thus, there is a lively interest on the children's part for the teacher

to connect on to. Generally speaking, the teachers are also favourable

to the idea that ideological questions of this kind, i.e. questions

about death, about violence,.war and oppression, and about belief and

iieliq,oh, should really be discussed in groups of children.

Jiffir,.!ties begin in earnest when it comes to adapting the dis-

ction to die pupils' individual capabilities. Various difficulties

.ted with the teacher's endeavour to-individualize his teaching

cc to meet the individUai child's needs predominate in the problem

romn. 1.1i large groups of children and the difficulties of dealing

with tuestinns of this kind in a way that is concrete and understand-



able to the children are two important problems in this connection.

It is also considered to be difficult to avoid conflicts for the

children, in situations in which the teacher's view is opposed to

the parents'. This difficulty is fixther augmented by the fact that

many teachers consider that it is difficult to know what attitude

the parents take to questions of this kind.

Many teachers feel that it is difficult to strike a balance between

saying frankly what they think themselves and the risk of giving the

children onesided guidance. It may be that this conflict situation

is one of the main points in the difficult problems of objectivity.

The feeling for fair play requires that one shall be honest both with

oneself and with the children, without exposing them to serious clashes

between values. We think it is important to observe and discuss how best

to cope with this. A selection of comments from the questionnaires may

also serve as a summary of the difficulties encountered by the teachers

in their work:

The most difficult thing.is that one cannot always find material

to show concrete examples. A Leg,..tive feature is that one always

has such large groups of children, though many of these questions

can be more easily discussed in mnall groups or individually ....

Pre-school teacher in a nursery school

I don't know how realistically I may venture to discuss ideologi-

cal auestions. How much will the children stand? Where can I get

hold of suitable study.Materiid? Is it not pcssible to have mnUl

groups of pupils in connection with the discussion of ideological

questions? We teachers need TRAINING in these matters!

Junior-school teacher in a special class

War games and weapons and killing in games are very difficult to

put a stop to. The children understand Vietnam, for example, but

are incapable of seeing the similarity between the tragedies there

and their own play.

Recreation leader
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The most difficult thi'g of all in these matters is to see that

th children and I mean the same things by the words and phrEe;es

that we use. A class has got on to the subject of death and has

discussed it for a good while when a girl suddenly exclaims, "Oh,

are yOu talking about real death? I thought it was death on the

TV".. Then another says, "It's real death when people don't believe

in God and don't go to heaven".

Junior-school teacher in an ordinary Class

... I should like to know more about the parents' attitudes to

ideological questions of this kind. In our quarter of an hour's

discussions with parents, the ideological questions are seldom

tui:chQd on. I notice that the parents easily become embarrassed

one trieo to talk about them.

Recreation leader at a leisure centre

It is difficult to remain neutral as a member of the staff. One

is torn between one's own belief and the children's. One would

like to tell what one believe oneself but is simultaneously afraid

of how the children will react.

Pre-school teacher'in a day nursery

A child came to me with a question about God. I tried to explain

that somu people believe in God and some do not. She then asked

what I beLieved. She became extremely uncertain and unhappy when

r(;!ind that her mother's views and mine differed.

Pre-school teacher in a day nursery

Which ideological questions are the most difficult to cope with?

It is clear that all ideological questions do not involve equally

great difficulties when they crop up in groups of children. Some of

these questions are on a level which is difficult for the younger

children to grasp, while others are formulated on a more tangible

1,1



luvel, which is easier for children to understand.

In a part of the inquiry, the teachers were requested to rate diffe-

rent examples ,-2f ideological questions according to how difficult or

how easy they thought it was to discuss them whith the children.

The results of the inquiry showed that there were five ideological

fields which uppeared to be much more difficult than the other. They

were "Society and Politics", "People and Death", "Belief and Religion",

"How Everything Began" and "Violence, War and Oppression". As Fig. 3

shows, over half of the teachers considered that ideological' qu'estions

in these five fields were difficult or very difficult to deal with in

groups of children.
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What it is that distinguishes these questions from other, less pro-

blematical questions? One essential characteristic in this connec-

tion seems to be that the "difficult" questions are on a fairly high

level of abstraction, a level on which intrinsically obvious pheno-

mena and problems in human life have been difined and formulated and

perhaps inserted in religious or ideological systems of thought. This

being so, the questions may also be controv'rs-:al, at 12ast to the

adults.

The children seem in most cases to be unafraid of ideological ques-

tions, even when they begin to ask themselves why things are like

this or like that and why one thing or another is what is good and

right. It is, of course, often the "why?" questions which lead from

the "concrete" ideological level to the more abstract superstructures

of the ideological questions, i.e. to the different philosophies of

life.

The sensitive character of the ideological questions is also reflec-

ted by many teachers comments. Here are a few examples:

have brought up at the staff meeting the suggestion that we

:hould talk to the children more about violence and oppression

in particular. Mention that Sweden is a favoured part on the

..urface of the earth. Opinions are very divided among the staff,

who represent all political views, including those which back up

oppression, and so it is difficult to agree.

Recreation leader

or FJur:s, we adults (the staff) never speak openly to each other

aIJ::t death. This must mean that we are in a poor initial po'Lition

For beginning to discuss it with the children.

Recreation leader

1 6
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In my experience, we talk too little about death. When I have

brought up the subject in class, the children have seemed to be

wondering, "Do people speak of_such_things?" But afterwards they

have gratefully seized the opportunity and talked freely about

what they think.

Junior-school teacher in an ordinary class

We explain to the children everything that we do, everything,

except the Church, death and sexuality.

Pre-school teacher in a nursery school

Are the difficulties the same for all teachers?

It is clear that the educational problems will not be easier to

cope with if the teacher himself also feels uncertain in this field.

According to the results, approximately every other teacher is un-

certain about subjects such as "Man and Death", "Violence, War and

Oppression" and "Belief and Religion". Almost as many consider that

their training is insufficient to enable them to give instruction

in such subjects. But the teachers' uncertainty varies to some ex-

tent with their commitments in the field of philosophy.

If we look more closely at the teachers' own commitments, it turns

out that these seem to mean a great deal as regards the way in which

they react to possible difficulties in connection with the children's

ideological questions. Religiously committed teachers feel that they

can, more easily than other teachers, solve certain but not all

educational problems connected with the children's questions on the

subject of "Belief and Religion". There is a similar tendency as re-

gards the teachers' political commitments and the children's questions

on "Society and Politics", though that tendency is not as clear. On,

the other hand, the results indicate that a personal commitment in

certain ideological field may also involve certain difficulties, for

example, in collaborating with colleagues.

1 7



Tlken altulether, the results of the inquiry show that the teachers'

Personal philosophies may mean a good deal, as regards the task of

answeri;ig the children's ideological questions. We therefore believe

that :t is essential that the teachers should receive help on this

point in their training and in their further training. It is impor-

tant nt)t only that the teachers should have factual knowledge about

ideoloeical questions and different philosophies of life hut also

that they should themselves have opportunities of working on these

iniestions. Fhis may lead to an increased awareness of their own stand-

points and a more open way of confronting other people's views of life.

fir:!. in Lraining Leachers wore givyn i.read,r

rd philosophical luostions. r

h

school teacher in a nursery school

Ii Lhis, hilosophy, belief, :.exual knowledgc,

1.e:whPr pitiably poorly trainod. One ha:,;

i);y Lrial and error and to learn from one's errer.

hut .inould be. The training should bY conce,-

.ause it is extremely important fa,. I

tLAt teachor ran and dares discus2, subjecto of

J,nlior-school teacher in an ordinary class

Oifferent. traditions and forms of instruction

'he inquiry material has afforded interesting opportunities of COM-

nq the e/.periences and views of three different categorieS

iicher; pre-school teachrs, junior-school teachers and recreation

(11 the whole, they seem to have similar experience ot

ot dealing with ideological questions. But there are in-

r.hat these teacher groups are working in different tradi-

tir.,, vM;sil alY, present different educational attempts to 3olve

the pro:lnms. In thi-, re..wect, the pre-school teachers and recreation



leaders seem to differ from the junior-school teachers. The method

of working in the junior school makes it possible to go more deeply

into certain ideological questions within the framework of the general

subjects and therefore a more material-centred or school-centred ap-

proach seems to be natural in dealing with ideological questions. On

the other hand, the nursery-school sector seems to have a different

method of working, with greater scope for the children's own initia-

tives. The differences are noticeable only as tendencies in the mate-

rial and in most cases the similarities in the answers of the different

teacher groups are certainly much greater than the dissimilarities.

Nevertheless, we believe that the different starting-points of the

three teacher groups may offer many suggestions for a fruitful ex-

change of experience.

How are ideological questions to be dealt with?

In view of all the difficulties which the teachers are confronted

with in connection with the treatment of ideological questions, it

would be understandable if they tried, as far as possible, to get

away from these problems by glossing over and passing by ideological

questions when they were brougt up in groups of children. But this is

clearly not the case. Only a few teachers are doubtful about discussing

ideological questions in groups of children. This is perhaps due to

the fact that th teachers know from experience that different ideo-

logical questions crop up relatively often in groups of children and

that they are concerned with subjects which are important to the child-

ren. This is clear from the teachers' judgements in our questionnaire.

If it is the case that ideological questions of different kinds and

on different levels crop up regularly in most groups of children, then

the problem of how these questions are to be dealt with will be un-

avoidable. The results of our inquiry have clearly shown that many

teachers experierice difficulties when called on to deal with these

questions. The children's way of thinking may make it difficult for

them to grasp what the discussion is about. Contact between teacher

and parents may be particularly problematical precisely in connection

19



with ideological questions. The teachers themselves often also feel

uncertain when faced with this matter, perhaps owing to their training

being inadequate. Thus, there are many circumstances which aggravate

the situation today.

The BaLi-project does not at present have a sufficiently solid basis

to enable us to tackle seriously the problems of dealing with ideolo-

gical questions. But we hope that our further work will secure us a

basis on which to treat these problems. We believe that what is needed

more than anything else is knowledge of the children's capabilities

of handling ideological questions. What kind of thoughts do children

have? How do they manage to follow a discussion of such questions?

What does home influence signify, as regards the children's ways of

behaving in life? When we have got an idea of the facts on these

points, we believe that we shall also have a good starting-point

for treating the problems involved in discussing ideological prob-

lems in groups of children.

Even now, however, we think that we are in a position to formulate

a general principle. It is connected with the nature of this subject

field.An ideological question may, of course, refer to many different

aspectc of life, but it is always formulated on the basis of a perso-

nal experience. What is an important question to one person is there-

fore not necessarily always an important question to another. An ideo-

logical question is always of personal importance to the person who

is thinking about it; otherwise, it is not an ideological question.

Thus, it is in the nature of the subject field itself that the dis-

cussion of ideological questions must start from the children them-

selves, from their own questions and from their own experiences. If

the relation of the ideological questions to the individual person

is neglected in discussing them, then, strictly speaking, we shall

be occupied with something other than ideological questions.

A principle of this kind must, of course, be regarded rather as a

general guideline to work by than a methodical solution. A number
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of problems remain, even if we try to apply such a rule. Some of

these problems are discussed in the r4ort in which we have des-

cribed the material collected by the teacher inquiry. This also

includes an account of the general background of the problem field

and a discussion of the results of the inquiry. The report is en-

titled Sm . barn och stora frAgor. En probleminventering bland Fara-

re om livsfrAgor i förskolan, pa lAgstadiet och pa fritidshem (Small -

Children and Big Questions. An inventory of the Problems Encountered

by Teachers concerning Ideological Questions in the Pre-school, the

Junior School and the Leisure Centre) (Report No. 15, 1975, Depart-

ment of Educational and Psychological Research, Institute of Educa-

tion, Stockholm).

Readers who wish to follow the work being done in the BaLi-project

may get into touch with us at the following address:

BaLi-projektet

Department of Educational Research

School of Education

University of Stockholm

S 100 26 Stockholm 34

The persons at present attached to the project group are Gunilla

Dahlberg, Sven Hartman (project leader), Marianne Lidefelt, Bengt-Olov

Ljung (scientific leader), Sten Pettersson, Ingrid Stahl and Siw

Vinestrand.
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APPENDIX A

Graphic representations 'of frequency

distributions. of ,anSMers on different

i tems.
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Scale Not urgent Not particular- Fairly Very
tt all ly urgent urgent urgent
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Fig. 3. How important and urgent do the teachers consider that ideological questions
are to the children?

The percentage distribution of the teachers' estimates of the seven most urgent
ideological subjects.
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Fig.5. How difficult or how easy do teache think that it is to discuss different
ideological questions with the children?

The percentage distribution of the teachers' ratings for the five most diffi-
cult ideological subjects.
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Scale Do nut
agree
at all

Do not
agree

on the
whole

Agree Agree

on the absolu-

whole tely

/..pX

"People and death"

"Violence, war and

L__
27 oppression"

,./j;kO',".

' 277': '.11*041.10

"Belief and religion"

Fig. /. ihe teacnrs' attitudes to the statement "It is difficult to capture the
Hildren's attention and get them to understand what the discussion is

aoout when one raises a question like this".

The percentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connection with
threv ideological subjects.



Scale Do not Do not

agree agree
at all on the

whole

"-eople and death"

"'violence, war

end ,,opression°

Agree Agree

on the absolu-
whole tely

1111

A7JA
14 40 27

Leliel an6 religion"

. ........ .

10 20 36 25

v/r 4 , 44

29 55
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U. Fhe teachers' attitudes to the statement "It is difficult to give suitable
concrete examples in discussing a question like this".

The percentage distribution of the'teachers' answers in connection with three
ideclogcal subjects.
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Scale Do not Do not Agree Agree
agree agree on the absolu-
at all on the whole tely

whole

"People and deach"

"Violence, war and

oppression"

"Belief and religion"

12 25 25 18

/

13 34 25

Fig. 9. The teachers' attitudes to the statement "The children have difficulty in under-
standing when one discusses this question'.

The percentage distributin of the teachers' answers in connection with three
ideological subjects.
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Scale

"People and death"

"Violence, war and
Oppression"

Do not
agree
at all

"Belief and religion"

- 10

Do not
agree
on the
whole

Agree Agree
on the absolu-
whole tely

..

14 24

'12]. ...

25 19

19 28

:
....... .......

28

Wff 04K A/3),
121 19 25 24

,

Fig. i,.1. 1h,2 teachc,r,;' attitudes to the statement "It is difficult to get the children
to understand that different people may have different views on a question".

l'ho percentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connection with three
ideological subjects.
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"People and death"
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.rig. The teachers attitudes to the statement "The children easily get into a (mini
between their parents' views on this questlon and other views".

The percentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connection with threr2
ideologinal subjects
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.Scale

"People and death"

"Violem:e, war 6 71

u;.pression"

Do not Do not
agree agree
at all on the

whole

"Belief and religion"

Agree Agree
on the absolu-
whole tely
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12. The teachers attitudes to the statement "It is difficult to adapt the discussiu
of a question like this to the individual capabilities of different children".

The perLentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connection with thry(-
ideological subjects.



Scale Do not Do not
agree agree
at all on the

whole

"People and death"

"Violence, war and
opression"

ahl -Jigionh

Agree Agree
on the absolu-
whole _tely
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12 36 377or r AWA

/
- .......

. .. .... . . ...... ...
6

ILIrM11 / / 43

Ey. 11. The teachers' attitudes to the statement "It is difficult to get an idea of
what the parents think, as regards the discussion of'a question like this".

The percentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connection with three
ideological subjects.
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Scale Do not Do not
agree agree
at all cn the

whole

"People and death"

"Violence, war and
oppression"

"Belief and religion"

Agree Agree
on the absolu-
whole tely

11 9 24 53

/21, Fffoffs r A

11 12 25

L-9 ...

48

12 21 54

Fig.14. The teachers' attitudes to the statement "One reason why it is difficult to
discuss a question like this with the children is that one is compelled to
work with groups that are too large".

ThQ percentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connection with three

ideological subject,L.
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Scale Do not Do not
agree agree
at all on the

whole

"People and death"

"Violence, war and
oppression"

"Belief and religion"

Agree Agree
on the absolu-
whole tely

Fig. 15. The teachers' attitudes to the statement "There is a shortage of suitable
teaching aids dealing with questions of this kind".

The percentage distribution of the teachers' answer-si-n connection with three
ideological subjects.
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Scale

"Pc-Tule and death"

"Violence, war and
uppression'

Do not
lgree

at all

"Beliet id reliqion"

Do not
agree
on.the
whole

Agree Agree
on the absolu-
whole tely

10 21 29 22

A .);

26

/ A' JVA rJ%4 ir

16 29 41

Fic!. 16. lhe teacherr,' attitudes to the statement "It is difficult to be objeLtiv
0- regardc fhe treatment of this proulem complex".

The percentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connec
ideological subject;
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Scale. Do not
agree
at all

"Peuple and death"

"Violence, war and
Opression"

"Belief and religion"

Do not
agree
on the
whole

17 -

Agree
on the
whole

Agree
absolu-
tely

16 29 30

17

..
25 30

SES
10

71:7.

..
27 32

F g. 17. The teachers' attitudes to the statement "It is difficult to strike a balance
between saying candidly what one thinks:oneself and avoiding influencing the
children in a one-sided manner".

The percentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connection with three
ideolog-ftal subjects.
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Scale Do not Do not

agree agree

at all on the
whole

/ A /
36

18-

Agree Agree
on the absolu-
whole tely

"People and death"
. ......

26 12

29

10

.... . ....... .LJ

22 15 18

"Violence, war and
oppression"

"Belief and religion"

Fig. 18. The teachers' Atitudes to the statement "I myself am doubtful whether questioi
of thi'; kind should be discussed at all in groups of children".

The percentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connection with three

ideological subjects.
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Scale Do-not Do not Agree Agree
agree agree on the absolu-
at all on the whole tely

whole

....... .
:

17 18 26 23
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. . .... . .

: : :
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,j,F7 ,v 4 h.,.4

"People and death"

"Violence, war and
Oppression"

"Belief and religion"
11 18 27 33

w,, ,,r , ,

Fig. 19. Ine teachers' attitudes to the statement "One reason why it may be difficult
to co-operate ith one's colleagues in this kind of connection is that we
often have different views on precisely these questions".

The percentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connection with three
ideological subjects.



Scale Do not Do not
agree agree
at all on the

whole

Agree Agree
on the absolu-
whole tely

20 23 28 19
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/FA ir / 214

16

775R771
28 21

"People and death"

"Violence, war and
oppression"

Fiq. 20. The teachers' attitudes to the statement "1 myself feel uncertain about
questionE of this kind".

The percentage distribution of the teachers' answers in connextion with
three ideological subjects.
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Scale Do not Do not
agree agree
at all on the

whole

0):
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I son"

r7
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Fig. 21. The teahers attitudes to the statement, "My training is inadequate.
know too little about this problem complex."

The percertaqo distribution of the teachers' answers in connection with
three ideolonical subjects.
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Appendix B

QUESTIONNAIRE

Tfie purpose of the "Children and Ideology" (BaLi) research project
is to investigate what capabilities children have of coping with
and working on what are called "ideological questions". The project
is also intended to shed light on problems which may be associated
with the treatment of ideological questions in different teaching
contexts.

By means of this questionnaire, the project group wishes to try and
get to know the experiences, difficulties and desires of the diffe-
rent categories of teachers in connection with the "Children and
Ideology" problem complex.

Instructions:

1 The questions are to be answered by the person to whom this
letter is addressed.

? Please answer the questions by placing a cross in the appropri-
ate square, by ringing the appropriate sign or by writing on
the link,; provided for this purpose.

When you have finished, please check that you have answered
thc questions.

4 Please return the questionnaire within 7 days in the enclosed,
replypaid envelope.

4 4
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The questions in this questionnaire are addressed to pre-school teachers,
junior-school teachers and recreation leaders who are or have been working
in their profession at least for some time during the last 3 years and have
been in direct contact with children aged 4-9 years.

Are these conditions fulfilled in your case?

Place a cross in the appropriate square!

YES I Please carry on and answer the other questions in the
questionnaire.

NO E Thank you for your assistance. Please send in the question-
naire in the enclosed reply-paid envelope. In spite of the-
fact that you are not going to fill in the answers to the
other questions, it is very important that you should re-
turn the questionnaire, as otherwise we shall not know
whether or not you belong to the group which we are to
investigate.

First, we should like you to tell us a little about your training and your
work. We are putting these questions in order to get an idea of the general
background of the answers which you give to the other questions in the ques-
tionnaire.

1 In what year were you born?

2 In what year did you complete the training which led to your present
employment?

19 i 1

3 How long have you been engaged altogether in your present profession?

Number of whole years 1 1

4 What type of work are you doing at present? Place a cross against the
alternative that best describes your work.

I am working as

01 7 a pre-school teacher at a nursery school

02
1

a pre-school teacher at a day nersery

03 a pre-school teacher at a day nursery where -hildren at different

ages are in the same group

04 -1 a pre-school teacher with other duties, namely

05 F-1 a junior-school teacher in an ordinary class

06 F-1 a junior-school teacher in a special class or clinic

07 7-1, a junior-school teacher with other duties, namely

08 a recreation leader at a leisure centre

09 I-] a recreation leader with other duties, namely

10 1-; I am doing another type of work at present/I am not working
L__



5 In what type of place has your work been mainly located in the last
3 years?

1 Fil The central parts of Stockholm, Gbteborg or Malmb

2 [] The suburbs of Stockholm, Goteborg or Malmb

3 7 ! A medium-sized town (more than 10.000 inhabitants)

4 Li A small town (a maximum of 10.000 inhabitants)

5 (lj A village (at least 500 inhabitants)

6 7-1 A country district

6 This question concerns only pre-school teachers and recreation leaders.
If you are a junior-school teacher, please place a cross in the last square.

How often do you have at your workplace a "meeting" with the children on
some subject?

1 Practically every day
L

2 (11 Once or twice a week

3 Ti Once or twice a month

4 Almost never

5 E-1 Never

6 F-1 I am not to answer the question (junior-school teacher)

The following section includes questions about your experience and opinions
with reference to the problem of how ideological questions are to be dealt
with in the pre-school and in the junior school.

"Ideological questions" means questions concerning, for example, the
meaning and fundamental conditions of life and people's relations to each
other. They are accordingly questions which often crop up in ideological,
religious or political opinions.

If you look through the following questions, you will find three examples
of situations which we think may lead to a problem complex coming to the
fore. Many of the following questions are directly linked with these
examples.

In asking about children and ideological questions, we naturally pre-
suppose that questim,s of this kind may came to the fore in many different
ways. They may du so through direct questions or statements.expressing the
children's thoughts, and also through drawing, acting, play or other acti-
vity.

4 6
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PETER'S MATERNAL GRANDFATHER HAS DIED. PETER IS NOW WONDERING

WHERE HIS GRANDFATHER IS AND WHAT BEING DEAD REALLY MEANS.

7 Imagine that you are to deal with this ideological questions in some way.
It is possible that, as a teacher, you would then run into certain dif-

ficulties. - What would these difficulties be due to, in that case?

In the column below, there are a number of statements which give some

conceivable reasons why problems might arise. Please mark the extent
to which you agree with each statement by ringing the appropriate sign.

.If you are unable to make up your-mind about any statement, please in-

dicate this by placing a cross in the "Cannot answer" column.

Do not Do not Doubt- Agree A;rec

agree agree ful 0;1 tfle

at all on the hole 1_7e.:

whole
1 2 4

I: iS difFicult to capture the
chiluren's attention and get
thert interested in the dis-
c._ssion wnen one raises a
c...ieston like this +-

:t ;s difficult to give suit-
apie concrete examples in dis-
cJssing a question like this 0 ++

C It is difficult to adapt the
discussion of a question like
this to the individual capabi-
lites of -different children

The children have difficulty
in understanding when one talks
about this auestion

7 L:ifficjlt to ue objective
a.3 regards the treatmeit of this
problem complex

0

0

- -r

F tr3ining is inadequate. . I

;elo too little about this prob-

lem complex -T

G I .::yself fee1 uncertain abuuL
stiors of this kiC 0

Trere is a snortage of suitable
tecning aids dealing with

thi_; kind 0

The children easily get into a
cenTlict between their parent's

on this question and,

other views
A 'I

Li

r., -

ars.ti:r
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K :t is difficult to get an idea
of what the parents think, as re-
sards the discussion of a ques-
tion 1J<e this 0 ++

L I myself am doubtful whether
questions of this kind should be
discussed at all in groups of
children 0 ++

X One reason why it may be diffi-
cult to co-operate with one col-
leeques in this kind of connec-
tion is that we often have dif-
ferent views on precisely these

questions 0

Cr:e reason why it is difficult
zo tali: about a question like
:his with the children is that
one is compelled to work with
rjrc,s that are too large

lz is difficult to get the
children to understand that
different people may have dif-
ferent views on a'question of
this kind

is difficult to strike a
:alance between saying candidly

cn2 thinks oneself and
avoiding influencing the child-
ren in a one-sioed manner

48

0 ++

0 ++

0 1-7"
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8 If you wisch to comment on the answers you gave on the preceding page;
you may.do so here:

The ideological question raised by the example on page 4 could be in-
serted, together with a number of other similar questions, under the
heading of

MAN AND DEATH

9 Have you had any particularly favourable experiences in your work in
connection with the discussion of questions about death?
Please give an account of any situation which went off particularly well.

10 Have you had any unfavourable experiences in your work, as regards this
problem complex? Have you been involved in any situation which you think
was particularly unsatisfactory or which went off badly? If GO, please

give a short account of it.



GUNILLA HAS SEEN ON TELEVISION SOME INCIDENTS IN THE WAR
IN VIETNAM, SHE HAS SEEN THE BOMBERS AND WEEPING CHILDREN
WHo HAVE NO FOOD OR CLOTHS. SHE WONDERS WHY THERE IS A WAR
ON AND WHY THEY CAN'T STOP IT.

11 If you were to discuss a question of this type in some way, what diffi-
culties do you think you would meet with?

In the column below, the same statement as before are reproduced.
Please go through them and mark with one circle for each statement the

-
extent to which you think you can agree.

If you are unable to make up your mind about any statement, please indi-
cate this hi-TraEing a cross in the "Cannot answer" coidniii-.

A

D

t 17. difficult to capture the
crildren's attention and get
t..7 interested in the dis-
c...sLion when one raises a

Do not

agre
at all

1

Do not Doubt-
agree ful

on the
whole

2 3

Agree

on the

whole

4

Agree

:ts:-

5

2.,..tion like this ^ 0

'.ifficult to give suit-
cJncrete eicamples in dis-

c...sE:ng a question like this 0 rf..+

:t s difficult to adapt the
t:scussicn of a ..;uestion like

to the :ndividual capabi-
ities of different children 0 +1-

Tha children have difficulty
undrstndinq when one talks

about tnis_quesijon. 0

:t i to be objective
::tmEnt ,jf

problm 0

r--11)^ !.,,Aequate .

too 1:t11 about this
0

I ysl eel Jr.Lertain abJut
questions of this kind 0 ± -r+

There is a shortage of suitable
...:fachn.:1 aids dealing with

questiuns of this kind 0 T T

7he children iy get into a
Lonflic: .etween their parent's
vieas on this c.tion and 5 0
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It is difficult to get an idea
of what tho parents think, as re-
gards the discussion of a.ques-
tion like tnis

L : myself am doubtful whether
ceestions of this kind should be
discussed at all in groups of
children

X Ore reason why it may be diffi-
cult to co-operate with one col-
1ea.2.:es in this kind of connec-
ticn is that ;:e citen have dif-
T..,:rnt 41,viS on preCs:21y t11.,se

c,-.tions

Cne rSO .hy it is difficult
t 1 xoout a question like
this With the children is that
ore is compelled to werk with
croups that are too large

0 It is difficult to get the
c'r,ildren to understand that
different people may have dif-
ferent views on a question of
this !in.1

It is difficult to strike a
Palarce between saying candidly

cne thinks oneself and
aicicing influencing the child-
ren in a one-sided manner

0

0 ++

0 +,

0 +1-

0 +

0 -r

1 2 3 4
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12 If you wish to comment on the answers you gave on the preceding pago,
you may do so here.

The ideological question raised by the example on page 6 could be in-
serted, together with a number of other similar questions, under the
headinn of

VIOLENCE, WAR AND CPPRESSION

13 Have you had any particularly favourable experiences in your work in
connection with the discussion of questions about violence, war and
oppression?
Please give an account of any situation which went off particularly well.

14 Have you had any unfavourable experiences in yoUr work, as regards this
problem complex? Have you been involved in any situation which you think
was particularly unsatisfactory or which went off badly? If so, please
give a short account of it.

5 2
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SVEN HAS HEARD FROM A PLAYMATE WHO GOES TO SUNDAY
SCHOOL THAT THERE IS A GOD, WHO HAS MADE EVERYTHING
AND WHO LISTENS TO YOU IF YOU PRAY TO HIM. THIS HAS
MADE SVEN CURIOUS, BECAUSE HE HAS NOT HEARD MUCH OF
IT BEFORE. NOW HE IS WONDERING WHAT THE REAL TRUTH
IS ABOUT THAT.

15 In dealing with a religious question like this, what difficulties might
arise for the teacher?

Please go through the statements in the sam, way as before and indicate
what you think by your markings.

If you are unable to make up your mind about any statelent, please indi-
cate this 6Y-17.i-Eing a cross in the "Cannot answer" column.

A It is difficult to capture the
children's attention and get
them interested in the dis-
cussion when one raises a
._iuestion like this

It is difficult to give suit-
able concrete examples in dis-
cussing a question like this

C :t is difficult to adapt the
discussion of a question like
this to the individual capabi-
lities of different c;sildren

D Tne children have difficulty
ir understanding when one talks
about this question

E it is difficult to be objective
as regards the treatment of this
problem complex

:."; training is inadequate . I

;now too little about this prob-
lem complex

I myself feel uncertain about
questionE of this kind

H There is a shortage of suitable
teaching aids dealing with
questions of this kind

I The children easily get into a
conflict between their parent's
views on this question and
other views

Do not
agree
at all

Do not
agree

on the
whole

Doubt- Agree
ful on the

whole

Agree Ci:rrtt

abso- ans,Aer

1 2 3 4

0 ++

0 + +

U + ++

0 + ++

0 + ++

0 ++

0 + +

0 + +

0 + +



K It is difficult to get an idea
of what the parents think, as re-
gards the discussion of a ques-
tion like this

L I myself am doubtful whether
questions of this kind shou'J be
discussed at all in groups CT
children

M ne reascl why it may be diffi-
cult to co-operate with one col-
leagues in this kind of connec-
tiun is that we often have dif-
fec.ant v,ws on preciLely th:.Le
1-estions

One reason why it is difficult
to talk about a question like
this with the children is that
..)he is compelled to work with
groups that are too large

:t is difficult to get the
chilorer, to understand that
-_!ifferent people may have dif-
..ferent views on a question of
is kind

:1: is difficult to strike a
ance between saying candidly

what one thinks oneself and
avoiding influencing the child-
ren in a one-sided manner

0 + +

0 + +

0

0 -r +

0

0

1 2 3 4

5 4



16 If you wish to comment on the answers you gave on the prececing page,

you may do so here.

The ideological question raised by the example on page 8 could be inser-

ted, together with a number of other similar questions, under thE heading of

BELIEF AND RELIGION

17 Haveyou had any particularly favourable expriences in your work in con-

nection with the discussion of questions about belief and religion?

Please give an account of any situation which sent off particularly well.

18 Have you had any unfavourable experiences in your work, as regards this

problem complex? Have you been involved in any situation which you think

uas particularly unsatisfactory or which went off badly? If so, please

give a short account of it.

5 o



19 Some problem complexes are given below, each of which 3eparate1y comprises

a number of different ideological questions. You have encountered three
of these complexes previously in the inquiry. How often have you not4ced
in your work that ideas and speculations on these different problem comple-
xes are of current interest to the children? As we have previously pointed

out, we naturally expect that the children can bring up topics in inny
different ways, not only by putting direct questions but also by means of
drawings, play or other activity. Please go through the 15 problem complexes
and mark with one cross for each of them how often you en-2ounter situations
in which questions of this kind are of current interest to the children.

Problem complex

Hut, everything began

How iife is carried on

Grming old

People and death

Fame; reiatim,

Owrinq and sharing

Showing consideration
and tolerance

Questions concerning respon-
sibility and conscience

Feeling lonely and forlorn

Differences between people

Dealing with one's feeling:
anger, fear, joy, sorrow

Violen.e, war and oppression

Sickne,..s or airid-nt',

Belief anJ religion

'Aciety and politics

Almost Oncr or Once or Once or Practi-

never twice a twiee a twice a cally

term month week every doy

LII

ri 7
El

1 2 3 4 5

Any coments on question 19

5 6



20 How important and urgent do you consider that the speculations on these
problem complexes are to the children themselves? Put one cross for each
problem complex.

Problem complex

How everything began

How life is carried on

Growing old

People and death

Family relations

Owning and sharing

Showing consideration and tolerans

Questions concerning responsibility
and conscience

Feeling lonely and forlorn

Differences between people

Dealing with one's feelings:
anger, fear, joy, sorrow

Violence, war and oppression

Si..:Jiess or .accidents

Belief and religion

Society and politics

Any comments on question 20

Not urgent Not parti- Fairly Very

at all cularly Urgent urgent
urgent

2 3



21 How difficult or how easy do you think it is to discuss with the child-
ren the questions andTEjects included in the following problem com-
plexes? Indicate this by putting one cross for each problem complex.

Problem complex

How everything began

How life is carried on

Growing old

People and death

Family relations

Owning and sharing

Showing consideration and
tolerance

Questions concerning respon-
sibility and conscience

Feeling lonely and forlorn

Differences between people

Dealing with one's feelings:
anger, fear, joy, sorrow

Violence, war and oppression

Sickness or accidents

Belief and religion

Society and politics

Very Fairly Neither Fairly V-ry

difFi- diffi- diffi- easy easy

cult cult cult
nor easy

a
0 CI

a

1

LJ

Li

LI LI LI

0 LI

LI LI

0 LI
2 3

^

4 5

Any comments on question 21

5 8



22 Have you had any particularly favourable experiences in connection with
the discussion of ideological questions in other respects which you
have not included previously? If so, you may describe them here.

23 Here you may include all difficulties and unfavourable experiences
in connection with the discussion of ideological questions which you
have not described previously.

Li



17

This questionnaire concludes with some questions about your own involve-
ment with ideological questions. These questions have been included in
order to enable us to judge whether the educational problems connected
vii-th6T60-6J-iiiiestions in the (pre) -school are experienced in--diT-
T&ent ways by teachers with different approaches to these questions.
Pe-have tried to formulate these questions in as general a way as pos-
sible,-in-order that they may not be felt to be too great an encroach-
ment on personal integrety. But there is perhaps reason, all the same,
to point out once more that the answers you give will be dealt with in
strict confidence and that they will be used only in a way that will
make it impossible to identify individual answers. If you still think
that the questions are too intrusive,, there are special alternative
answers-in vih-i-EF you can state that you do not wish to reply.

24 Indicate with a cross how interested you are in questions in the follo-
wing six fields:

A Questions concerning art, music
or literature

B Questions concerning religion or
similar outlooks on life

C Questions concerning views of man-
kind and personality development

D Questions concerning politics and
related fields

E Questions concerning the preserva-
tion of the environment and natu-
ral amenities

F Questions concerning the indivi-
dual and society (social questions)

Not inte- Fairly Very i refrain

rested inte- inte- from

rested rested replaying

Li

fl El
2 3 4



25 How often do you usually take part in association work or other activi-
ties arranged by an organization with a poIi±ical orientation?

1 F-1
Practically never

2 1 1 Once a year or so

3 At least once a month

4 At least once a week

5 [-] I refrain from replying

26 How often do you usually take part in church services or in other acti-

vities with a religious orientation?

1 El Practically never

2 F-1 Once a year or so

3 D At least once a month

4 1---1 At least once a week

5fi Irefrain from replying

27 How often do you usually take part in association work or other activi-
ties arranged by an organization with some other orientation (not religious

or political)?

1 L] Practically14Ver

2
Once a year or so

3 F-1 At least once a month

4 At least once a week

5 El I refrain from replying


